Abstract-In this paper, we investigate pilot-symbol-aided parameter estimation for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. We first derive a minimum mean-square error (MMSE) pilot-symbol-aided parameter estimator. Then, we discuss a robust implementation of the pilot-symbol-aided estimator that is insensitive to channel statistics. From the simulation results, the required signal-to-noise ratios (SNR's) for a 10% word error rate (WER) are 6.8 dB and 7.3 dB for the typical urban (TU) channels with 40 Hz and 200 Hz Doppler frequencies, respectively, and they are 8 dB and 8.3 dB for the hilly-terrain (HT) channels with 40 Hz and 200 Hz Doppler frequencies, respectively. Compared with the decision-directed parameter estimator, the pilot-symbolaided estimator is highly robust to Doppler frequency for dispersive fading channels with noise impairment even though it has some performance degradation for systems with lower Doppler frequencies.
I. INTRODUCTION
O RTHOGONAL frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [1] - [6] is a potential technique for transmitting high-bitrate data over indoor and outdoor wireless communication systems. Channel parameter estimation is an important technique for further improving data transmission performance. There are two different types of channel parameter estimators: 1) decision-directed and 2) pilot-symbol-aided.
The decision-directed parameter estimators have been used in OFDM systems for coherent detection [7] - [9] , co-channel interference suppression [10] , [11] and transmitter diversity [6] , [12] , [13] . For systems that are noise limited or with little co-channel interference, coherent demodulation with estimated channel parameters [7] - [9] can be used instead of differential demodulation, and it can achieve a 2.5-3 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain. Moreover, for systems with receiver diversity, maximal ratio diversity combining (MR-DC), which is equivalent to minimum mean-square error diversity combining (MMSE-DC) in the absence of co-channel interference, can be achieved directly using the estimated channel parameters. For systems with co-channel interference, the coefficients for the MMSE-DC can be calculated from the estimated channel parameters and the instantaneous correlation of the signals from each receiver [10] , [11] . For OFDM systems with transmitter diversity using space-time codes, channel estimation [12] , Manuscript received September 15, 1998 ; revised April 4, 1999 . The author is with the AT&T Labs-Research, Red Bank, NJ 07701-7033 USA.
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[13] can provide the necessary information required for the decoding of the space-time codes. Pilot-symbol-aided parameter estimation is another type of approach. Pilot-symbol-aided channel estimation for single carrier systems with fading channels has been analyzed in [14] . In [4] , [15] - [18] and the references therein, one-dimensional (1-D), double 1-D, and two-dimensional (2-D) filtering algorithms have been proposed for pilot-symbol-aided parameter estimation for OFDM systems in terrestrial audio and television broadcasting, fixed and mobile wireless communications. However, the filtering algorithms for pilot-symbol-aided parameter estimation require channel statistics, such as the delay profile and the Doppler frequency, which are usually unknown in wireless environments. In this paper, we investigate robust parameter estimation using the 2-D fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse FFT (IFFT) for OFDM systems with pilot symbols.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the statistics of the mobile wireless channel and briefly describe the OFDM system with pilot-symbol-aided channel estimation. In Section III, we derive the MMSE and the robust channel estimators. In Section IV, we present some considerations for practical implementation of the pilot-symbol-aided estimator. Finally, in Section V, we present computer simulation results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the estimator.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we briefly introduce the channel statistics and describe an OFDM system with a pilot-symbol-aided estimator.
A. Statistics of Mobile Radio Channels
The complex baseband representation [19] of a mobile wireless channel impulse response to a shaping pulse can be described by (1) where and are the delay and the complex amplitude of the th path, respectively. The shaping pulse, in wireless systems is usually with a square-root raised-cosine spectrum. Due to the motion of the vehicle, 's are wide-sense stationary (WSS), -limited complex Gaussian processes that are independent for different paths. The in the above is the Doppler frequency, which is related to the vehicle speed and the carrier frequency by with being the speed of light. Using (1), the frequency response of the time-varying radio channel at time is (2) Hence, for an OFDM system with block length and tone spacing the channel frequency response at the th tone of the th OFDM block is (3) where Therefore, the correlation function of the frequency response for different blocks and tones is (4) where (5) and (6) It is obvious that Without loss of generality, we also assume that which, therefore, can be omitted from (4).
B. OFDM Systems with Pilot-Symbol-Aided Channel Estimation
The OFDM system with channel estimation considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 , where the modulator uses quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK). With channel parameters obtained by the estimator, coherent detection can be used here to enhance the system performance.
For a diversity receiver, the signal from the th antenna at the th tone of the th block can be expressed as (7) In the above expression, is additive Gaussian noise from the th antenna at the th tone of the th block, with zero-mean and variance We also assume that 's are independent for different values of or the frequency response at the th tone of the th block corresponding to the th antenna, it is assumed to be independent for different values of but with the same statistics. is the signal modulating the th tone during the th block, and is assumed to have unit variance and be independent for different values of and If the transmitted symbols for some 's and 's are known at the receiver, the channel parameters corresponding to these 's and 's can be estimated by (8) where
From the temporal estimation of the channel parameters for some 's and 's, a robust interpolator is derived to estimate the channel parameters for all 's and 's, even if the channel statistics are unknown.
With the estimated channel parameters, can be estimated by a minimum mean-square-error combiner as (9) III. PILOT-SYMBOL-AIDED CHANNEL ESTIMATION As indicated in the previous section, with pilot symbols, temporal estimation of the corresponding parameters can be obtained. The channel parameters corresponding to the regular symbols (unknown data) can be obtained by interpolation. The optimum interpolation is determined by the channel statistics that are usually difficult to obtain since they depend on the environment and vehicle speed. In this section, we derive a robust interpolator.
A. MMSE Interpolation
The channel parameter , 1 which is a 2-D sequence, will be written as for simplicity, where denotes a 2-element integer vector.
It is demonstrated in [21] and [24] that any regular grid in the 2-D plan corresponds to a nonsingular 2 2 matrix, such that the set of the points in the grid is for all For the grid shown in Fig. 3 (a) (10) Furthermore, for any 2-element integer vector there is a unique pair of and where is a set of det 2-element integer vectors determined by such that (11) Using the pilot symbols at a regular grid, we can get temporal estimation of the channel parameters (12) for all
From the temporal estimation, at any can be estimated by (13) 1 Hereafter, the subscript m for antenna is omitted since the channel estimators are the same for different antennas, and the time and frequency indexes are changed from n and k into n and n ; respectively. where the 's are 2-D coefficients. Using the orthogonality principle [22, p. 177] , the coefficients for the MMSE estimator are determined by solving (14) for all or (15) where Denote (16) and (17) where Then, (15) 
which implies that the optimum parameter interpolator can be determined once the channel statistics are known.
T M 1=2 and 1fM 1=2; where M and M denote the spaces between the time-and the frequency-domains, respectively.
B. Mean-Square Error
The MSE for the optimum interpolation can be found by where we have used the fact that is a convex function for
The inequality (33) implies that of all 's with nonzero support the channel with the ideal bandlimited 2-D spectrum has the worst performance.
C. Robust Interpolation
The MMSE interpolation derived in the previous section requires the channel statistics that are usually unknown since it changes with the environment and vehicle speed. Hence, a robust interpolator that is independent of the channel statistics is desired.
For an interpolator matching the 2-D spectrum and a channel with 2-D spectrum the MSE of the interpolator will be mse det mse (34)
The first term in the above equation is the MSE increment due to the mismatch of the channel statistics and the estimator. However, if then mse = mse and the performance of the interpolator does not depend on the channel statistics. We call the interpolator that matches a robust interpolator. The robust interpolator can be shown as in Fig. 2 . Since the 2-D spectrum is usually of a diamond shape, a diamond shape filter is used to filter out the additive noise.
IV. SOME PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the previous section, we have derived the MMSE and robust channel parameter estimators using pilot symbols. In this section, we discuss some practical considerations, including pilot symbol grid selection, low complexity implementation, and enhanced parameter estimation.
A. Pilot Symbol Grid Selection
As discussed in [15] , [16] , the grid density of the pilot symbols must satisfy the 2-D sampling theorem in order to recover channel parameters, that is and
where and denote the spaces between the time-and the frequency-domains respectively. It is suggested in [15] and [16] that an oversampling rate of two for the pilot symbols be used to suppress channel noise and improve the estimation performance.
For wireless systems with packet data transmission, each packet may consist of only a few OFDM blocks. Therefore, the channel time-domain spectrum will be spread due to the truncation. For the same reason, the frequency-domain spectrum will also be spread due to a finite number of tones in each OFDM block.
We can increase the number of pilot symbols to reduce spectral aliasing at the expense of reduced the efficiency of the data transmission. However, for a given rate of pilot symbols, we can also improve performance by the choice of the pilot symbol grid shape. In [24] , the 2-D spectrum for a regular, but nonrectangular, pilot grid is discussed. Fig. 3 shows a nonrectangular pilot symbol grid and its corresponding 2-D spectrum contour. From Fig. 3(b) , if a rectangular pilot symbol grid is used, there will be aliasing on its 2-D spectrum.
B. Implementation
In [15] and [16] , the authors have studied the parameter interpolation using Wiener filtering or the MMSE interpolation, which requires information about the channel statistics. Hence, we have proposed robust interpolation that is insensitive to channel statistics. The 2-D FFT and IFFT can be used to implement robust interpolation and reduce the computational complexity. In order to reduce edge effects, square-root raised cosine extensions are used on the edges of the 2-D signal.
C. Enhanced Parameter Estimation
If an M times oversampling rate is used for the pilot symbols, then and from (31), the MSE of the robust channel estimator will be mse (36)
An enhanced channel parameter estimation algorithm [10] , [11] can be used here to improve the performance of the channel parameter estimation. Based on the initial parameter estimation using the pilot symbols, the transmitted symbols can be coherently detected, and, therefore, the temporal estimation for all 's and 's can be obtained with the help of the detected symbols. Better parameter estimation can then be obtained from the temporal parameter estimator. If all detected symbols are correct, then from (31) the MSE of the enhanced parameter estimator is mse (37) Since is usually much larger than the enhanced estimation can significantly improve the system performance even though there are symbol detection errors and edge effects, as shown by simulation results in the next section.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the pilot-symbol-aided channel parameter estimator for an OFDM system. First, we briefly describe the simulated OFDM system.
A. System Parameters
In our simulation, we consider channels with the two-ray [25] , typical-urban (TU) and hilly-terrain (HT) [12] , [13] delay profiles, with both 40 Hz and 200 Hz Doppler frequencies, respectively. The channels corresponding to different receivers have the same statistics. Two antennas are used for receiver diversity.
The parameters for the OFDM system are the same as those in [9] and [10] . To construct an OFDM signal, assume the entire channel bandwidth, 800 kHz, is divided into 128 tones. The four tones on each end are used as guard tones, and the rest (120 tones) are used to transmit data. To make the tones orthogonal to each other, the symbol duration is 160 s. An additional 40 s guard interval is used to provide protection from intersymbol interference due to channel multipath delay spread. This results in a total block length s and a subchannel symbol rate kbaud. QPSK modulation with coherent demodulation is used. As in [9] , a (40,20) R-S code, with each code symbol consisting of 3 QPSK symbols grouped in frequency, is used in the system. The R-S decoder erases ten symbols based on the signal strength and corrects five additional random errors. The system is in packet transmission mode with each packet containing ten OFDM blocks. Pilot symbols are inserted in the system at a 10% rate with the grid shown in Fig. 3(a) . Hence, the simulated system can transmit data at 1.08 Mbits/s without coding, or 540 kbits/s with coding, over an 800 kHz channel.
B. Simulation Results
To gain insights into the average behavior of the channel estimator, we have averaged the performance over 10 000 OFDM blocks. Fig. 4 shows the effects of different references on the word error rate (WER) and MSE of the OFDM system with the TU channel and 40 Hz Doppler frequency. From the figure, when 10% pilot symbols are used for initial estimation, the MSE of the estimated parameters is almost the same as the system's SNR. The required SNR's for 10% and 1% WER's are about 8 dB and 11.2 dB, respectively. When the decisioned (sliced) symbols, along with the pilot symbols, are used to enhance the channel parameter estimation, the performance of parameter estimation can be improved significantly, and the MSE of the enhanced estimator is reduced from 10 dB to 15.5 dB when SNR = 10 dB. The required SNR's for 10% and 1% WER's are improved by about 1.4 dB. The undecoded/decoded dual mode reference has been introduced in [9] , which uses decoded data to generate the reference if the RS decoder can successfully correct all errors; otherwise, it uses the sliced data as the reference. If this reference mode is used, another 0.3 dB SNR improvement can be obtained. However, when an ideal reference is used for channel parameter estimation, the system performance is much better than that of initial or enhanced channel parameter estimation.
1) Effects of references on system performance:
2) Parameter estimation performance under different environments: Figs. 5 and 6 show the WER and MSE of the enhanced parameter estimators for channels with the two-ray (with delay span 5 s), TU, and HT delay profiles and 40 Hz and 200 Hz Doppler frequencies, respectively.
From Fig. 5 , for channels with 40 Hz Doppler frequency, the required SNR's for a 10% WER are 6.8 dB for the 2-ray and TU channels and 7.9 dB for the HT channel; the required SNR's for a 1% WER are 10.7 dB, 9.8 dB, and 11.5 dB, respectively, for the 2-ray, TU, and HT channels. When the Doppler frequency is increased from 40 Hz to 200 Hz, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (b) , the performance degradation of the estimator is very small; hence, the pilot-symbol-aided estimator is very robust to the Doppler frequency. Consequently, overall system performance is robust to the the Doppler frequency variation. 3 (a) (b) Fig. 7 . WER of the pilot-symbol aided and decision-directed estimators for (a) the TU and (b) the HT channels with different f 's. Fig. 7 compares the pilot-symbol-aided and the decision-directed [9] estimators for an OFDM system with the TU and HT channels and 40 Hz and 200 Hz Doppler frequencies. From Fig. 7(a) , for the TU channel with Hz, the pilot-symbol-aided and the decision-directed estimators have the same performance, and the required SNR's for 10% and 1% WER's are about 7 dB and 10 dB, respectively. However, for the TU channel with Hz, the performance of the decision-directed estimator is degraded significantly, and the required SNR for a 10% WER is as large as 9.3 dB while it is only about 7.3 dB for the pilot-symbol-aided estimator. Fig. 7(b) demonstrates the WER's of the system for the HT channel. It shows that the decision-directed estimator is 1 dB better than the pilot-symbol-aided estimator for lower Doppler frequency ( Hz); however, the pilot-symbol-aided estimator is much better for a higher Doppler frequency ( Hz). The above comparison is for noise-limited performance. The effects of interference require further investigation.
3) Comparison with decision-directed estimator:

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied pilot-symbol-aided channel parameter estimation for OFDM systems. We investigate robust interpolation using the 2-D FFT and IFFT, and enhanced parameter estimation. We find that the pilot-symbol-aided parameter estimator can significantly improve the performance of OFDM in noise-limited wireless environments. Compared with the decision-directed channel parameter estimator, the pilot-symbol-aided estimator is highly robust to Doppler even though it has a slight performance degradation for systems with lower Doppler frequencies. We are currently investigating the effects of co-channel interference.
